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had lent to exploration and compared with the vastly magnified
results, those former expeditions seem a pitiful waste of brains,
energy, and money. We were compressing into a few hours all of
the exploration that could have been packed into a former lifetime.
Within the year other aviation engines would come roaring up the
polar air lanes, but ours were the first to fly over either end of the
earth.
Our two ships flew steadily together, side by side, with little
dropping or rocking, their engines breaking the silence of the ages,
their noses always due north. I had only to lift my hand above the
wind-screen to feel wind-pressure hard as a board. From time to
time I glanced over at Amundsen. He was crouched in his seat,
evidently writing his impressions in his diary. Now and then he
took a sight through his sextant. The sun had swung round until
it was dead ahead. Midnight! We had been flying for seven hours
and must be close now. My shaky observations told me that we
had reached a very high latitude.
We must land soon, but where? That level sheet below was de-
ceptive from our altitude. Our binoculars showed it full of lumps
and ridges. For our voyage, at least, the polar ice-pack did not
offer the open leads and smooth snow-fields that we had been led
to expect. The sun moved toward our starboard quarter, and it was
one o'clock in the morning. If our course was correct and our speed
calculations true, we must be right over the North Pole. As it hap-
pened, just then we came up to the first open leads we had seen
that looked broad enough to land a seaplane in.
N 25 suddenly dipped and banked for a spiral descent over these
leads, Amundsen waving to us to follow. Dietrichson let them drop
500 feet, then pushed his stick forward. As we corkscrewed lower
we saw that even our glasses had failed to reveal the roughness of
the polar pack. I have never looked down upon a more terrifying
place in which to land an aeroplane. It was like trying to set down a
ship on the bottom of the Grand Canyon. Great blocks of ice were
up-ended or piled one upon another. Pressure-ridges stood up like
fortress walls. The leads that had looked so innocent from aloft
proved to be gulches and miniature canyons. In them, amid a chaos
of floes and slush ice, floated veritable bergs of old blue Arctic ice,
twenty, thirty, and even forty feet thick.

